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SEA – are our assumptions ‘right’?
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Assumptions: All you need is 
incomplete information about a 
situation.

SEA
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An early experience …

SEA – are our assumptions right?
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XXX (1996) State of the Art on Strategic Environmental 
Assessment for XXX, XXX:

‘extensive investigations, utilising computerised literature and 
Internet searches as well as professional person to person contacts, 
highlighted a disparity between the perception that the practice of 
SEA is widespread and evidence to support this assertion’ (XXX,
1996, pXX).     NB: i.e. it is suggested that there is a gap

From the same author: ‘the term SEA should be used for any form 
of assessment of the environmental impacts of PPPs’

SEA – are our assumptions right?
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• Systematic review of all transport and 
spatial PPPs in 1997/1998 in three EU 
regions: North West England, Noord-
Holland and EVR Brandenburg-Berlin

• How many SEAs (any assessment of 
environmental impacts of PPPs) did I 
find?

• ‘A minimum of 80 assessments 
were identified for 116 spatial/ 
land-use and transport PPPs’

But none of them were called SEA… Fischer, T.B. 2002. Strategic Environmental Assessment 
in Transport and Land-use Planning, Earthscan, London 

SEA – are our assumptions right?



What is SEA?
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What is SEA?
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An assessment following the European Parliament and Council ‘Directive on 
the assessment of the effects of certain plans and programmes on the 
environment’?

- Doesn’t mention SEA… 

Strategic thinking EA?
- not covered by the Directive…
- may even be outside our usual ‘PPP’ references

A systematically tiered framework (‘PPPs’)?
- not reflected in legal requirements in any system

…
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What gaps? What for?



What gaps? What for?
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What should we be focusing on in 
order to achieve effective SEA…



Effective SEA? 
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Effective SEA? 
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Effectiveness:
‘the degree to 
which something 
is successful in 
producing a 
desired result; 
success.’



Effective SEA? 
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CO2-emissionens of road traffic 1986: 21300 KT

SEA gaps

Effectiveness:
‘the degree to 
which something 
is successful in 
producing a 
desired result; 
success.’
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Effective SEA? 
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Substantive and
Contextual, Procedural, Pluralist, 
Normative, Knowledge and Learning and 
Transactive elements  of effectiveness…

Therivel, R. and González A. 2019 Introducing SEA effectiveness. Impact Assessment 
and Project Appraisal 37(3-4): 181-187.
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Why do we have SEA / why do we 
need it?
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Why do we have SEA / why do we 
need it?

The ‘SEA’ Directive:

To provide for a high level of 
protection of the environment
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Why do we have SEA / why do we 
need it?

Lee, N and Walsh, F (1992) ‘Strategic environmental assessment: an overview’, Project Appraisal 7(3): 126–136
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We need SEA in order to assess:
- indirect and induced effects
- alternatives that go beyond those 

considered in project EIA
- cumulative effects
- accounting for smaller projects
- Effects that are not associated with 

one particular development
- (more) compatible objectives and 

targets 

Why do we have SEA / why do we 
need it?

Lee, N and Walsh, F (1992) ‘Strategic environmental assessment: an overview’, Project Appraisal 7(3): 126–136
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Why do we have SEA / why do we 
need it?

So, are we successful?



‘Issues’ with our approach to SEA
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‘Issues’ with our approach to SEA
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Four examples….



‘Issues’ with our approach to SEA
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Example 1: We (some of us) consider SEA as a ‘quasi’ rational procedure 
(screening, scoping, analysis und report, monitoring, participation), 
and we aim at achieving (more or less) ambitious objectives  – e.g. global 
climate change below 2C … (Trend is in excess of 3C in this century)

At the same time we have economic growth 
targets of e.g. 3%… 

Objectives and targets are frequently not defined through 
SEA, but ‘externally’  (SDGs…).  

Compatibility is rarely 
‘secured’ and ‘trade-offs’ that should not be made are made…

And SEA is (frequently) ‘toothless’



‘Issues’ with our approach to SEA
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Ambition…

Environment Economy

… and Reality



‘Issues’ with our approach to SEA
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Are ‘we’ (or ‘can we’) really (be) open for 
options that are required in order to reach 
environmental targets?



‘Issues’ with our approach to SEA
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‘Issues’ with our approach to SEA
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Example 2: We ‘ignore’ cognitive biases:

‘Confirmation bias:’ people prefer ‘thing’ (and solutions) that are in line with their existing
world view / that are in line with their ‘believes’

The ‘Dunning-Kruger effect’: The more somebody knows the more sceptical that person is,
coming across as less convincing; people are more easily convinced by somebody 
who comes across as confident and who seems certain on what they are talking about

When a conclusion is in line with your world view, you’ll do everything to defend it

The backfire effect: When an argument challenges your deepest convictions, 
rather than accepting the argument, your convictions will grow

‘Groupthink’: social dynamics of a group are stronger than ‘optimal’ solutions.Source: https://productmanagement.buzz



‘Issues’ with our approach to SEA
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Example 3: Power… and ‘post-truth’

• A regional authority on their spatial plan and SEA: We know that X 
(owning about 20% of the land in the region)  will object. – but the 
process hasn’t even started, yet? Yes, but no matter what our 
assumptions on growth we will make, they’ll say this is way too low 
and that this is threatening the economy of our region…

• The problem of Manipulation… 

• … and the importance of procedure, moderation and champions…

lies

Source: https://independentaustralia.net



‘Issues’ with our approach to SEA
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Example 4: We still treat SEA as an ‘isolated’ process, which is applied 
to a particular plan / programme

Scope in….

… Scope out

And don’t allow for 
an assessment of 
‘logical’ options

‘Issues’ with our approach to SEA



So, what do we need to do?
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Easy…
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During the Apollo 13 space mission, an oxygen tank explosion left the command module
uninhabitable. Using the lunar module as a lifeboat, the crew evacuated into the lunar 
module for the rest of the trip to the Moon and back to Earth. Among the problems they 
had to solve was that the carbon dioxide scrubbers were being used up too quickly, being 
designed for the requirements of two astronauts for 1 1⁄2 days, not three for four days. 
There were unused canisters in the command module, but those were cube-shaped and 
large, not cylindrical and small as in the lunar module. Ground Control put together a team 
with the objective to find a way to use only items available on the spaceship to build 
something to make the control module canisters usable. Using plastic sample bags and 
cardboard from the log books covers as a funnel, the cabin air was pumped through the 
lithium hydroxide using a pressure suit hose, into a fan and then through a sock, which 
acted as the filter. The whole thing was held together with duct tape.[11]

Source: Wikipedia.org

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo_13
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen_tank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_Module
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lunar_module
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lifeboat_(shipboard)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide_scrubber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronaut
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mission_control_center
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spacecraft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithium_hydroxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo/Skylab_A7L
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan_(machine)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_filter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duct_tape
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Square_peg_in_a_round_hole


To end with … an assertion…
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To end with … an assertion…
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We know at lot!

But don’t (can’t?) use / apply that knowledge…



Thanks! Danke! Tänan! Tack! 
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‘Success consists of going from failure 
to failure without loss of enthusiasm’


